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Intro d u c ti o n
This survey analyses the performance of the Northern
Ireland housing market during the fourth quarter of
2012, the months of October, November and December.
The report is concerned with trends and spatial patterns
in the housing market drawing comparisons with the
fourth quarter of 2011, as a measure of annual change,
and with the third quarter of 2012, as an indicator
of quarterly change. The report is produced by the
University of Ulster in partnership with Bank of Ireland
UK and the Northern Ireland Housing Executive.
The price statistics are based on market evidence from
a sample of 1357 properties. The sample size represents
a substantial increase in the volume of transactions and
is the highest quarterly number of sales captured by this
survey since the final quarter of 2007.
In this report, information is presented on the residential
property market for Northern Ireland, with an analysis
of sale price by different property types. The overall
performance of the housing market is measured by a
weighted index that reflects the market share of each
property type. The index captures various movements
within a single statistic and allows change over time to
be tracked. The simple average percentage change is also
reported. Regional analysis considers trends in market
areas throughout Northern Ireland. The report also
presents for further information annual statistics based
on average prices across the full twelve months of 2012.
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S al es s h ow s i g n s of
a m i ni- rev i val
Two broad headlines are evident in this latest quarterly review of
the local residential market – signs of some uplift in transaction
volumes during the fnal months of 2012 (sample size the highest
since Q4 2007) and, after 5 consecutive years of decline, stability
in average prices across the region, both on short-term and
annual comparisons. It is to be hoped that such trends can be
repeated during the traditionally busier home-buying spring and
early summer season which would be positive for the broader
“housing economy” on which so much local activity depends.

In terms of property types, it comes as no surprise to see the biggest
declines coming in the terraced/townhouse (-57%) and apartment
(-50%) segments, arguably where the degree of “overheating” was
greatest. Detached properties have been more resilient, helped by a
recovery in average prices of over 5% in the last 12 months although
the magnitude of the decline overall is still signifcant (-39%).

As is often the case with surveys, the real stories lie behind the
headlines and it is worth repeating the caution to readers that
quarterly price movements in specifc locations can be erratic and
infuenced by sample size and the mix/profle of sales – the revival
in activity levels and stability in prices has not been a uniform
experience across the region and local market performance
remains quite variable. The advice to consider this market in
segments still holds true.

Our central planning assumption for 2013 is for average UK house
prices to remain broadly fat overall, with London & the SE market
expected to be stronger in the context of supply constraints, while
some of the other regions, including Northern Ireland, are expected
to record low single digit % declines.

Generally speaking, turnover is higher in the Greater Belfast and
neighbouring areas, supporting a rise in overall prices in the last 12
months. However, even within Belfast there are some interesting
features – with average prices signifcantly below the £100,000
level in both the north and west of the city, this may be further
confrmation of relatively few higher-priced, detached property
sales in these areas at the present time.
The picture in Mid-Ulster, parts of the North West and East
Antrim has been patchier with evidence that prices have
weakened relative to Q4 2011. In part this may also be a
commentary on wider regional economic trends, particularly in
more rural communities. 2012 was a tougher year for agriculture
and provincial retailing while the construction sector has faced
continued diffculties with subdued levels of new house building
and public expenditure constraints on larger scale projects.
It is also worth noting that for consecutive quarters, resale
properties have accounted for a larger proportion of transactions
compared to previous years. This is likely to refect both the
diminishing stock of new build units for sale and the discounting
of older properties to clear at the lower end of the market.

Peak-to-current comparisons
A comparison of the latest (Q4 2012) data with the peak of
the market (Q3 2007) now reveals a decline in average prices
of around 45% with the index itself back at mid 2005 levels.
However, the peak-to-current movement has not been the same
in every location, varying from -40% in North Down to -65% in
Mid-Ulster. This would support the view that geographically,
the level of “stress” in the market is not spread evenly.

2013 - More of the same?

The backdrop for the housing market remains challenging - both
national and regional economies are still struggling to fnd the
elusive path to return to sustained growth while Northern Ireland
faces a number of regional-specifc headwinds – the local labour
market has proved less resilient than the UK overall and private
sector job creation remains weak while the legacy of the boom period
of 2006-07 is still with us in terms of a higher incidence of negative
equity and more signifcant levels of arrears and possessions, relative
to other UK regions.
Such issues are not only manifest in measures of confdence and
sentiment but can also act as a drag on mobility within the market
and spending levels, as households look to repair balance sheets.
More positively, there are signs that the UK Funding for Lending
Scheme (FLS) introduced by the Government and Bank of England
is slowly beginning to reinvigorate what essentially has been a
dormant mortgage market. FLS is expected to gain greater traction
as the year progresses but the initial impact has included a revised
range of mortgage products and softer interest rates, both for
borrowers and savers. We should note that any stimulus from
FLS is likely to be time-bound – under current arrangements,
drawdowns under the scheme are planned to cease from early 2014.
The medium term outlook for the local housing market will
ultimately be dependent upon a stabilisation in household
incomes and positive labour market developments. In this
sense, nothing has changed.
Alan Bridle
UK Economist, Bank of Ireland UK
T: 028 9043 3519 E: research@boini.com

Gen era l M a rket Tren d s
The key fnding of this report is one of a stabilising Northern Ireland housing
market. The overall average price has remained at a consistent level and the
volume of transactions is signifcantly higher.
This report provides evidence of improved performance that
gives some confdence that the housing market may now be
entering a more sustained period of recovery.
The overall average price of residential property in Northern
Ireland for the fourth quarter of 2012 is £138,969, a fgure that
is virtually identical to that for the third quarter (£138,966) and
highly comparable to the second quarter price mean (£139,633).
The consistency between these fgures implies a stabilisation
of the housing market. In simple percentage terms there has
been minimal change over the quarter and, more signifcantly, a
1.3% rise relative to the average price for the fnal quarter of 2011
(£137,219). The weighted index, the preferred measure for this
survey, which takes into consideration the respective change for
each property type and their weighting, shows no change over
the quarter but a slight decline over the year by 1.4%.
The distribution of prices again illustrates the affordable price
structure for housing in Northern Ireland with 38% of properties
in the survey sold at or below £100,000 (41% in the previous
survey) suggesting that considerable value exists in the local
market. The price profle maps closely that of the previous
quarter with 69% of sales at or below £150,000 and 84% at or
below £200,000. Overall 92% of properties sold were exchanged
at or below £250,000 and 95% at or below £300,000.

The market share by property type is consistent with previous
surveys but with some evidence of a minor change in the sample
mix. The terrace/townhouse sector (26%, n=347) has an increased
representation which is more in keeping with its historic market
share. Semi-detached houses have a slightly lower relative
representation in the sample (25%, n=340). Detached houses
(23%, n=315) have maintained their increased market share
and detached bungalows have a higher representation at 11%
(n=153) share. Semi-detached bungalows with 3% of the sample
(n=45) remain the smallest property type and as such exert
little infuence on the weighted property index. Apartments
have maintained a signifcant share of the market 12% (n=157
properties). The new build sector (n=213) is again slightly lower
with 18% share of the market.

Market share by type of property

Terrace

26%

Semi-detached house

25%

Detached house

23%

Semi-detached bungalow

3%

Detached bungalow

11%

Apartment

12%
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Per fo r m an ce by P rop e r t y Ty p e
Performance by property type remains variable with mixed message
concerning price trends.
Annual performance provides a snapshot comparing the
current average price with corresponding statistics for
the fourth quarter of 2011. The trend across property types
captures the somewhat thin markets that have characterised
the residential sector over the year with variable patterns
of evidence emerging. The strongest annual performance
has been for detached houses (£224,868) with the overall
average price up by 5.7%. The apartment sector (£103,539)
has also performed better over the year up by 1.9%. However,
on the downside, the average price (£104,686) of semidetached bungalows, is lower by 11.8%, semi-detached
houses (£127,152) down by 5.7% over the year and terraced/
townhouses (£84,971) by 10.8%. Detached bungalows
(£157,283) have a largely unchanged price structure with
the average price for the year down by 0.3%.

Short-term performance considers average price levels against those
experienced in the third quarter of 2012.The quarterly perspective,
in common with the annual picture, is characterised by considerable
variability, and emphasising the uncertain nature of the market
produces trends at variance with the annual picture. For this time
scale, higher average prices are apparent for the terrace/townhouse
sector up by 6.5%, semi-detached houses up by 3.8%, detached
bungalows by 6.5% and apartments, (the price structure of which is
impacted more than any other property type by new development)
up by 9.1% relative to the weak market structure noted in the
previous survey. In contrast, both detached houses, which had a very
high average price in the third quarter, are down by 7.1% over the
quarter and semi-detached bungalows have an average price level
13.7% lower over the quarter. Refecting these collective changes,
the overall picture is a weighted decline of 1.4% over the quarter.

Average price by region and property type
Region
Northern Ireland
Belfast

North Down

Terraced/townhouse
Semi-detached house
Detached house
Semi-detached bungalow
Detached bungalow
Apartment

Annual
Change

Average Price
Quarter 4 2012

Average Price
2012

-10.8%
-5.7%
5.7%
-11.8%
-0.3%
1.9%

£84,971
£127,152
£224,868
£104,686
£157,283
£103,539

£82,114
£128,835
£225,235
£119,398
£146,602
£101,996

£138,969
£149,156

Terrace

SD House

£84,971
£91,200

£127,152
£156,490

£224,868
£269,668

£123,831

£226,477

£94,866

£126,974

£89,330

Antrim/Ballymena

£124,769

*
£73,155

Enniskillen/Fermanagh/South Tyrone

£108,023

Lisburn

East Antrim

L’derry/Strabane

Coleraine/Limavady/North Coast

Mid Ulster

Mid and South Down
Craigavon/Armagh

Region

£161,732

£86,986

£132,703

£131,144

£112,104

£83,500

£107,229

£252,369
£223,623

*
£214,987

£121,053

£102,602

£102,400
£133,106

*
£67,513

£88,000

£59,148

£99,837

£220,038

£111,418

£50,607

£97,017

£204,998

SD Bungalow

£116,497

Detached House

£86,023

Detached Bungalow

£141,850
£182,719

£136,560

Apartment

Northern Ireland

£104,686

£157,283

£103,539

North Down

£124,993

£173,709

£125,765

£141,878

£80,461

Belfast

Lisburn

Market sector

All

£167,581

East Antrim

Annual % change and average price
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L’derry/Strabane

Antrim/Ballymena

Coleraine/Limavady/North Coast

Enniskillen/Fermanagh/South Tyrone

Mid Ulster

Mid and South Down

Craigavon/Armagh

£98,250
*

*
£96,300
*
*
*

*

*
*

£181,971

£200,833

£111,607
£85,017

£111,500

£113,600

£138,871

*
£119,343

£137,418

*
£107,792

£77,800

£114,286

*

£192,278

*
£94,611
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Per fo r m an ce by Re g ion
At the regional level, trends are again highly variable with some markets showing
signs of uplift but other areas experiencing a downward movement in prices. For
certain regions, prices and variability of price trends tend to be a function of a
constrained evidence base and thin markets in terms of transaction evidence.
Belfast
In Belfast, the improving performance of the market that has
been observed during 2012 is again apparent though there
remains considerable variability by property type. The overall
average price (£149,156) is up over the year by 5.7%, a rate of
increase that is highly comparable with that reported for the
third quarter (5.6%). However there have been some shifts
in relative performance with both semi-detached houses
(£156,490) up by 1.9% and apartments (£111,607) up by 4.1%.
However, detached houses (£269,668) are characterised by a
lower average price this quarter but still command price levels
well in excess of that for the overall Northern Ireland market.
Over the quarter the average price has reduced slightly by 0.7%,
however for terrace/townhouses (£91,200) the average price has
increased relative to third quarter by 4.9%.
The variability in price levels is again apparent across the
geographical sectors of the Belfast market. South Belfast
(£185,137) is again the highest priced sub-market in Belfast,
with the average price of terraced/townhouses £115,429, semidetached houses £185,299, detached houses £305,945 and
apartments £134,458. The average price in East Belfast is now
£142,963, with terraced/townhouses £96,769, semi-detached
houses £148,160, detached houses £249,933 and apartments
£97,222. The average price for West Belfast is £91,404, with
terraced/townhouses £61,473, semi-detached houses £118,879,
detached houses £148,308 and apartments £96,107. North
Belfast (£88,473) has a slightly lower average price than West
Belfast with terraced/townhouses £77,431, semi-detached
houses £96,786 and apartments £72,350.

Belfast Metropolitan Area
Within the commuter zone of the Belfast Metropolitan Area, the
three local markets are characterised by considerable variation in
performance between sectors and over the annual and quarterly
time-scales.
For North Down, the overall average price (£167,581) is up over
the year by 3.7%. However, variability between property sectors
is still a characteristic of the local market. Over the annual
time-scale the best performing property type is detached houses
(£252,369), a sector which is still very much the driver of the local
market though the average price is lower for the fourth quarter.
The average price for the terrace/townhouse sector (£94,866)
and semi-detached houses (£132,703) are lower suggesting that
there is still considerable fuidity in the local market. This trend
is apparent for the fourth quarter for which average price levels
have not been sustained at the higher levels achieved during the
third quarter possibly refecting some seasonality in the market.

For Lisburn, the overall average price of £161,732 is much more
consistent with previous evidence for this local market relative
to the lower average price for the third quarter. Indeed on an
annual time-scale, the average price for Lisburn is highly similar
to that for the fourth quarter of 2011, up by 0.9%. Lisburn, like
other market areas, is characterised by variable performance
across the property sectors with detached houses (£226,477)
leading the market over both the annual and quarterly timescales. Terrace/townhouses (£131,144) and detached bungalows
(£200,833) both show improved price performance over the
past quarter.
In East Antrim, the overall average price (£126,974) while still
lower over the year is much higher than for the third quarter
demonstrating the variability that is still apparent in the local
market. In common with other market areas, the detached
house sector (£223,623) has performed well over both the
annual and quarterly time periods and is a particular strength
of the local market. Over the quarter, terrace/townhouses
(£89,330) and semi-detached houses (£112,104), sectors which
are the mainstay of the local market have both performed
well with a signifcant improvement in average price.

In Derry/Strabane the improving market apparent in the previous
survey has not been maintained with the overall average price level
reduced to £86,986. The trend for lower average prices is refected in
the semi-detached house sector (£83,500), semi-detached bungalows
(£96,300) and detached bungalows (£111,500). However the lower
sample size, unlike other market areas this quarter, would seem to
be infuencing the statistics, hence it is diffcult to draw any further
conclusions on the state of the local market apart from the inference
that the momentum arising from the third quarter does not seem to
have been retained.
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The two markets in the West of Northern Ireland are still
characterised by fuctuating house prices coupled with small
sample sizes leading to a lack of market consistency.
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The Mid-Ulster market with an overall average price of £102,400 has
not sustained the price increases reported in the third quarter. Indeed
all sectors of the market are characterised by reduced price levels.
For example the average price of detached houses (£136,560) and
detached bungalows (£107,892) are signifcantly lower with the same
pattern prevailing over both the annual and quarterly time scales.
Semi-detached houses (£86,023) follow a similar pattern of lower
average prices.
The Enniskillen/ Fermanagh/ South Tyrone market, by contrast
demonstrates an element of stability this quarter. The overall average
house price (£108,023) represents a slight increase over the year of
1.4% and is more refective of the long-term position in this sub-area
relative to the weaker average price in third quarter. As in other
market areas there is variability by property type with semi-detached
houses (£88,000) down on average by 4.5% but detached houses
(£182,719) are up by 4.1%.

The South

The overall picture for markets in the North and North West is
one of generally consolidating price levels though performance
patterns are still subject to variability.

The market picture for the South of Northern Ireland is one of
improving performance this quarter.

For the Coleraine/Limavady/North Coast market, the overall
average price (£121,053) is largely unchanged over both the
annual (down by -0.3%) and quarterly (up by 0.2%) time-scales
pointing towards consolidation of price levels and greater
stability in the local market. However, at a property sector
level there is still considerable variability of performance.
The terrace/townhouse (£102,602) sector has an improved
performance. Likewise both semi-detached houses (£116,497)
and detached bungalows (£138,871) have increased average
price levels up by 3.7% and 2.1% respectively over the year.
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The West

The North and North West

In Antrim/Ballymena, the average price £124,769, has
consolidated upon the improving market noted in the previous
survey with average price up by 2.9% over the year. Detached
houses, (£214,987) demonstrate a much improved price
structure in this survey and like-wise the terraced/townhouse
sector (£73,155) is up signifcantly over the year with an average
price highly similar to the third quarter. Semi-detached houses
(£107,229) have a largely unchanged price level over the year
but an improved quarterly performance.
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For Craigavon/Armagh, the overall average price (£111,418) is up by
4% relative to the fnal quarter of 2011 with a considerably improved
position over this quarter. However, performance is highly variable
by property type with the average price of terraced/townhouses
(£50,607) down by 6.8%, whereas both semi-detached houses
(£97,017) and detached houses (£204,998) have average prices
up by 3.5% and 13.7% over the year.
For Mid & South Down, the overall average sale price (£133,106) is
highly consistent with that for the third quarter (£134,191) and up
over the year by 3.9% on average. However, individual property
types are subject to considerable variability in performance with
both the terraced/townhouse sector (£59,148) and semi-detached
houses (£99,837) displaying much reduced average prices whereas
detached houses (£220,038) and detached bungalows (£192,278)
are up over the year.

Location
Northern Ireland - All
Belfast - All
1. North Belfast
2. South Belfast
3. East Belfast
4. West Belfast
5. North Down
6. Lisburn
7. East Antrim
8. L’derry/Strabane
9. Antrim/Ballymena
10. Coleraine/Limavady/N. Coast
11. Enniskillen/Fermanagh/S.Tyrone
12. Mid Ulster
13. Mid & South Down
14. Craigavon/Armagh

Average Price
Quarter 4

Average Price
2012

£138,969
£149,156
£88,473
£185,137
£142,963
£91,404
£167,581
£161,732
£126,974
£86,986
£124,769
£121,053
£108,023
£102,400
£133,106
£111,418

£138,147
£151,624
£84,066
£207,017
£147,223
£103,281
£181,424
£137,031
£116,400
£109,640
£122,169
£124,209
£96,078
£119,648
£148,124
£103,966
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The Ho u s e P rice Ind ex

Co ntri b uto rs

The long-term house price index is
calculated relative to price levels for
each property type at the base quarter
for the survey, at the fnal quarter of
1984. The overall index for this survey
remains relatively unchanged in this
survey and stands at 496.96.
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The pattern of the house price index since 2009 is
one of uneven performance supporting opinion that
recovery in the Northern Ireland housing market
is likely to be highly variable. The current survey
underlines this contention with the continuation
of the rather erratic pattern.
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Acorn Homes
A & H Property Sales & Letting
Alexander, Reid & Frazer
Armstrong Gordon Estate Agents
Best Property Services
Bill McCann Estate Agency
Bill McKelvey Estate Agents
Blair & Boyd
Brian A. Todd & Co.
Brian O’Hare Estate Agents
Brian Wilson Estate Agents
Brice & Co. Estate Agents
BTWShiells Residential
Burns & Co.
Cookstown Property Services
Corry & Stewart Ltd
Country Estates
Cowley Property
CPS Property
Curran Associates
Dallas Real Estate
Daniel Henry Estate Agents
Daniel McGeown Estate Agents
Donnybrook Estate Agents
Eadie McFarland & Co.
Eddie O’Connor Estate Agents
Falloon Estate Agents
Fred Dalzell & Partners
Gerry O’Connor Estate Agent
HA McIlwrath & Sons Ltd
Hampton Estates
Hanna Hillen Estates
Harry Clarke & Co.
HR Douglas & Sons
Hunter Campbell
J. A. McClelland & Sons
James Wilson & Son
JG Fleming
John Grant Limited
John McQuoid & Sons
John Minnis Estate Agents & Property Consultants
John V Arthur Estate Agents
Jones Estate Agents
Joyce Clarke Estate Agents
Kieran Taggart Estate Agency
Lindsay Fyfe & Co.
Locate Estate Agents
Mannelly & Co. Ltd
Mark McAlpine & Co.
Martin & Dunlop
McAfee Properties & Mortgages
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McClelland Salter
McDonagh Property Consultants & Chartered Surveyors
MacFarlane & Smyth
McGlone McCabe
McMillan Estate Agents
Michael Chandler Estate Agents
Michael Hannath Property Consultancy & Estates Agents
Mid Ulster Properties
Montgomery Finlay & Co.
Morris Estate Agents
Mortgage Property Estate Agents
Morton Pinpoint
Neill Estate Agents
Norman Devlin Property Consultants & Surveyors
Norman Morrow & Co.
Oakland Estate Agents
O’Reilly Property Services
Paul O’Keefe Estate Agents
Peter Rogers Estate Agents
Philip Tweedie And Company
PJ Bradley Property Services
PJ McIlroy & Son
Pollock Estate Agents
Pooler Estate Agency
Premier Properties
Quinn & Company
RA Noble & Co. Auctioneers & Estate Agents
Rainey & Gregg Property & Mortgage Centre
R Benson & Son
Reeds Rains
Relocate
Robert Ferris Estate Agents & Valuers
Robert Wilson Estate Agency Group
Robert Quigley Estate Agents
Sawyer & Co.
Shanks & Company Estate Agents
Seamus Cox & Co.
Shooter Property Services
Smyth Properties Countrywide
Stanley Best Estate Agents
Stephen Carson
Stevenson & Cumming
Taylor & Co.
Templeton Robinson
Terry Millar
The Property Spot
Tim Martin & Co.
Ulster Property Sales
Vision Property Agents
William Porter & Son
Wylie Estate Agents
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We have credit
available and
we want to lend

At Bank of Ireland UK we’re here to help
you with advice and information on the
fnance options available to you.
We recently launched our Mortgage Fund
and our Agri Business Investment Fund
and substantial amounts are available to
lend within these during 2013. The funds
are open if you are a new or existing
customer to support you to get where
you want to go.

To fnd out more about these funds or what
other options we can provide contact us today.
Drop into your local branch
0800 0850 444
www.bankofreland.co.uk

YOUR HOME MAY BE REPOSSESSED IF YOU DO NOT KEEP UP REPAYMENTS ON
YOUR MORTGAGE.
All lending facilities are subject to the Bank’s lending conditions. Terms and conditions apply.
Lending facilities other than regulated mortgages are not regulated by the Financial Services Authority. Bank of Ireland UK subscribes
to the Lending Code. Bank of Ireland UK is a trading name of Bank of Ireland (UK) plc which is authorised and regulated by the
Financial Services Authority. Registered in England and Wales (No. 7022885), Bow Bells House, 1 Bread Street, London EC4M
9BE.
6997130206

